
Our Valued Exhibitors,

The Midwest Podiatry Conference continues to grow and change, and 2014
proved no different.  We could not have done it without you! Your feedback
and continued support provides us with the tools to improve and provide
the best experience for our attendees.
In the past year, we've seen some positive changes in the exhibit hall
including new exhibit hours, exciting new sponsorship opportunities and the
addition of the Exhibitor Rewards Program. All of us at the Midwest Podiatry
Conference are grateful for all that you have done and we look forward to a
prosperous 2015!

From Our Families to Yours, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

MPC attendees are required to scan their badges for attendance twice a
day; it's how we track their continuing education hours.  To do this, we
have designated THREE booth locations in the exhibit hall to be our
scanning stations.  Reserve one of these locations to guarantee attendees
at your booth twice a day on Thursday, Friday and once on Saturday.
How It Works: simply, register to exhibit with a $500 deposit.  When it
comes time to choose your location, select booths 139, 634 or 929.  That's
it!  The MPC team will do the rest!  We'll be sure to staff your booth at
designated scanning times, allowing your company representatives to
interact with attendees.

The exhibit hall is filling up quickly!  Take a few moments to register before
the New Year, so you can ensure your perfect location is reserved for 2015-
all it takes is a few clicks and a $500 deposit!

Register Today

 See the Exhibit Hall | View Sponsorships | Reserve Hotel Rooms
Access the Service Center | Order GES Services 
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Why Won't Attendees Stop at my Booth?

Coming back after a conference with low or poor leads is the ultimate
disaster. Studies show that booth layouts have a much bigger affect on

attendees than you might have imagined. Is your table set in the front of
the booth, blocking anyone from entering? This could deter attendees

from stopping by your booth! Keep reading the article from BA Exhibits to
learn about some other faux pas and how to attract the most attendees by

clicking HERE.
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